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ABBREVIATIONS AND CONVENTIONS 
John Milmo 

ABBREVIATIONS 

 

(o)  with orchestra 

(p)  with piano 

 

w in () following the title indicates the author of the words where the composer is unknown. 

 

’  following a record number indicates that it was the second use of that number: after WW1 the Aussig 

factory in particular used numbers previously allocated by Hayes to quite different recordings; experts on 

occasion forgot the last number used at a previous recording session elsewhere and re-used that matrix number. 

It should be noted that the apostrophe will not be found on pressings. 

 

AS  and  

RS  refer to the Artists’ (Recording) Sheets at the EMI Music Archive and available for examination on 

microfilm at the British Library. 

 

WR  refers to the Weekly Returns made by recording engineers detailing artist, title and matrix number for 

the assistance of the factory. There may or may not be a date: if there is it may or may not be the date of 

recording; it may be the date on which the entries were made on the form, on occasion at the end of the week. 

These were one of Kelly’s principal sources but, having been completed at or around the date of recording they 

do not include any details of catalogue numbers. It should be remembered that an engineer may have been 

confronted by a title in a language with which he was wholly unfamiliar performed by an artist who was 

illiterate. The factory clerk then entered the recording from the Weekly Return (it was all he had) and may well 

have been unaware whether the artist was male or female. Errors in allocation are commonplace but cannot 

fairly be criticised when the clerks’ problems are borne in mind. Similarly it is often impossible for a 

discographer to know which entries are correct and which may be inaccurate unless alerted by some obvious 

error. 

 

AK  Alan Kelly 

PGA  Peter Adamson 

JM  John Milmo 

 

AE  Anzor Erkomaischvili author of “Georgian Phonogram Recordings Abroad” whose grandfather made 

recordings of which Anzor obtained copies and, on playing them to him, his grandfather was able to identify 

unidentified voices and correct information in GramCo documentation. 

 

{}  indicates an entry from Anzor Erkomaishvili amending, confirming or enlarging GramCo entries. 

 

=  At first, catalogues included both side/face numbers for double sided records with an alpha-numeric 

order number. When that practice ceased, it is often possible to identify the matrix numbers for each side on that 

coupling as well as the face/side numbers but not possible to attribute either matrix number to either side 

number. In that situation Kelly entered =. 

 

()  around a catalogue number indicates that the number was allocated but, for whatever reason, not used 

although it is possible that a test pressing may turn up with that number. 

 

[]  around the artist’s name, particularly of bands and orchestras, is designed to identify alternative 

“names” used by Gram Co. So, for example, “Gramophone Orchestra” was used for a variety of orchestras and 

if the record was also issued on the Zonophone label the artist’s name would generally be “amended” to 

Zonophone Orchestra while a Berlin orchestra’s recordings issued in Roumania would often be described as “of 

Bucharest”. In one notorious case the Turkish Sultan’s band turns out to be a London band with no Turkish 

connections whatever. 

 

As:  where two artists’ names are given with “X as Y”, the artist’s real name appears first followed by the 

pseudonym. 
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CONVENTIONS: 

 

I have attempted to enter the composer of the music followed by a semi-colon preceding the author of the text. If 

two names are given with no semi-colon the probable reason is that I did not know which was which. 

Regularly I was confronted with titles spelled differently in different catalogues or with one spelling on an 

artist’s sheet and a different one elsewhere. Some versions were clearly wrong and I have omitted them. But in 

dealing with titles in languages of which I have no knowledge I have added the variant in []. 

 

An attempt has been made to give the original language title of all operatic recordings but on occasion such as 

“Rigoletto – tenor aria” this has proved impossible without listening to hear if it is Questa o quella, La donna e 

mobile or Ella mi fu rapita. 

 

This causes particular problems with Russian recordings (invariably in Russian) but Kelly sought to give the 

“usual” English version included on record labels. Most of his translations of Russian songs came from Gurvich 

and Hungarian translations from Andrew Farkas. The problem is that he did not identify which were from either 

and which came from a word for word Google translation: if it makes sense it’s probably from Gurvich or 

Farkas; if it’s nonsense it’s probably from Google and some of his Greek entries are clearly nonsense – as he 

fully recognised.  

 

Reference to the Introduction to Kelly’s Russian Catalogue will illustrate both the problems and his solutions. 

That said, I have replaced Chaikovsky with Tchaikovsky and Rakhmaninov by Rachmaninov. The Russian use 

of one letter to cover G and H poses its own problems: I have tried to use common sense to avoid absurdities 

such as Galévy or (if it had arisen) Adolf Gitler where Kelly would have insisted that each used G not H. 

 

I am fully conscious of inconsistencies in the listings. Often they result from changes over time: Carl Michael 

Ziehrer and others named Carl are often referred to as Karl; ladies often changed their names on marriage. These 

will be more apparent in a format such as the database when all entries for a particular artist will appear on 

screen together but it is frankly impossible to go through all Kelly’s matrix files looking for potential oddities in 

an individual artist’s name changes over a period of time although on occasion we have put a variant in [] such 

as Kawecka (Polish) and Kavetskya (Russian) where the fact that they relate to the same artist may not be clear. 

 

In general the language used reflects the recording location so: Orchestra (England), Orchestre (France), Orkestr 

(Russia), Orchester (German speaking countries); used away from home labels will often reflect local usage. 


